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With winter closing in, the cast of The 1929 Series face a brand new set of challenges. If there is

one thing theyâ€™ve learned to do over the years, itâ€™s how to stick together.Maura is called to

her hardest task yet, having to take over the raising of Tarinâ€™s newborn baby, Brigid.

Gordonâ€™s faith in life and love is put to the test. Arianna attempts to close the gap of mistrust with

Caleb while pressing to bring the dream of her own salon to life. Caleb wrestles with a bad feeling

that haunts him like a ghost. Claire and Aryl come to terms with the decision theyâ€™ve made not

have any more children and surgery day isnâ€™t as easy for Claire as she thought.When an

epidemic strikes and the town is all but shut down, Muzzy and Peter become Rockportâ€™s saving

grace while a Texas newcomer brings unexpected hope and friendship, just when the group needs

it the most.Jonathan and Ava are tested with a devastating loss, leaving the others to wonder if

Jonathan will sink down into the depths of depression again, or rise to meet an uncertain future with

determination and hope.
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I have read and loved the entire 1929 series plus all the Seasons. I sincerely hope M.L Gardner will



continue writing the Seasons. After the series and seasons, I feel like I really know all these

characters. Each new season feels like dropping in to visit friends. The characters are so

well-developed and it's easy to connect with them. They have all been through so much and can't

seem to catch a break. Their love for each other and their sense of community is amazing. I wish

they were real people! I would recommend this series to anyone who enjoys historical fiction. They

aren't standalones, so read the series, then the seasons. I'll be anticipating Season 4!

I have been a huge fan of ML Gardner since I read the first book in the series. If you like that time

period you'll love her characters and continued storyline. She is a talented writer who makes you

care about their stories and look forward to the next chapter of their saga. I can't say enough good

things about this author and her tremendous talent!

I love this series. From start to finish on each and every book, the characters have engaged me in

their story. I hated to finish the last book and was hoping to read more about the lives of these

characters. There has only been one other series that I have been so impressed with and oddly

enough, it was set in the same era. Love, Love, Love!!!!

I've read the entire 1929 series as well as all three Purling Road novellas now. Season three is the

darkest emotionally of the series. By dark I mean emotionally. Season three opens with Tarin, adds

in a couple new friends and ends with Jack. What's between them is more of what we love about

1929

I love these stories! I've read the 1929 series, the three Purling Road seasons. The characters are

well developed. I can picture them in my mind; I know what their voices sound like; I laugh and cry

with them. I want to know what's next for this growing close-knit band of friends. Where is Season

4?

Have read all of the 1929 series and the 3 books of Purling Road. You just want to continue on with

the story. This one did have me crying but it carries the theme of what hope and friendship can

accomplish

This book series had me at the very first book! The story is well written and enfolds the reader into

the lives of the characters. Each and every page goes further in depth of their existence and it is



pure joy to be with them! I feel like they are close family members and i find myself crying, laughing

and smiling right along side them!

I really loved this series and wish it didn't have to end, I will miss the drama, the characters, the

problems, and the joys. I felt like I knew each and everyone of them.
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